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century, translatio began to be conceived as political concept in papal historiography that authorized the Pope's transfer of the Roman Empire to the German Holy Roman Empire. The translatio of Western Christendom reached its climax in the thirteenth century, when Innocent III endowed Charlemagne with Roman imperium, an action that asserted the papacy's pivotal role in such translations of power. 5 Geoffrey, however, circumvents these ecclesiastical claims in his Historia and locates the origin of translatio in the destruction of Troy, whose fall spawns both the birth of Rome and Britain. This secularization of the theory has fascinated scholars because it is discernable in a vast number of historical and literary works, including Middle English alliterative romance. Geoffrey's historiographic influence is such that Geraldine Heng has even claimed that by giving Britain a regnal genealogy extending back to the glories of ancient Troy through Brutus . . . Geoffrey's Historia . . . supplies a foundational mythology irresistible to insular monarchs and virtually ensures that the Historia, issuing the foundational myth of Britain, will furnish the conditional matrix for imagining England as well. (66) The idea that the Historia's legitimizing influence provides a 'matrix' for the England of the imagination has been helpful in characterizing late medieval conceptions of historical and royal authority, but its singularity has obscured other strains of historiography which did not provide such optimistic and linear models. While Galfridian scholars acknowledge the importance of other historical theories such as the biblical AugustinianOrosian paradigm that locates an origin in the Fall, their enthusiastic emphasis and exclusive tendency to 'mine' Geoffrey's text creates a body of scholarship that ultimately treats the Galfridian history as one that exclusively represents late medieval British perspectives of imperialism and serves as the exemplar for fourteenth-and fifteenth-century romance. 6 This uncomplicated model, while attractive in its simplicity, does not fully account for the complexities of medieval romance and Trojan historiography after the twelfth century. 7 Many subsequent writers did not embrace the Galfridian transfer of power, including the thirteenth-century Sicilian judge, Guido delle Colonne, who wrote Historia destructionis Troiae, which relates a version of the fall of Troy that differs markedly from the epics of Homer or Virgil. Rather than celebrate the deeds of Achilles and Aeneas or any other 'glories of Troy', he demonizes them and focuses upon the human treason and turns of fate that lead to the destruction of the city and its people. In Guido's text,Troy survives as a dismembered and tainted origin of Western civilization.
The significance of Guido's Historia to medieval England is best reflected in its English vernacular translations: the Laud Troy Book (c.1400), John Lydgate's Troy Book (1420) and most importantly for this study, John Clerk of Whalley's Destruction of Troy (c.1390) . 8 Critics have almost universally shunned the Destruction, because of its soporific content, repetitive alliterative units, lack of originality, fidelity to its source and its length. However, its 14,045 lines, the most of the alliterative genre, seem like a short lyric in comparison to Lydgate's version, which is an expansion of Guido's history that reaches a colossal 30,000 lines. 9 If we turn to the prologues of these two translators, we gain insight into their differing perspectives on the appropriate manner in which to treat their source texts. They both have to negotiate carefully between their roles of translator and poet: Clerk transforms Guido's Latin into alliterative formulae while Lydgate translates Guido's Latin into Chaucerian iambic pentameter. Both translators remain dedicated to the historiographic principle of providing Guido's history for English readers, but while Lydgate prefers to moralize the story and temper its pessimistic message with extensive digressions, Clerk presents the unsavoury truth about Britain's destructive ancestors, eliminating and adding only what he deems necessary to contextualize Guido's history for an English audience.
Clerk's most interesting divergence emerges when he turns to Guido's justification for recording the truthful history of the fall of Troy. Guido goes into great detail about how stories are passed on and recorded by 'faithful preservers of tradition' (fidelia conseruatricia premissorum) emphasizing the importance of 'truth' (ueritatem) and a 'faithful writing' (fideli scriptura) of the story of Troy (3). 10 Clerk perpetuates this interest in faithful history by making several claims under the auspices of 'truth', beginning with the use of the word '[s]othe' in line 11, and then continuing with similar references throughout the prologue. For both Guido and Clerk, their adherence to historical veracity distinguishes their accounts from writers who have skewed the truth according to their own biases. Guido specifically condemns these mendacious recorders as 'poets' (poetice) who attempt to disguise the truth with 'fictions' (fictionibus) (3 -4). Clerk, being a poet, qualifies this slightly by translating Guido's 'poets' to 'sum poyetis' (33), which allows him to maintain the emphasis on truth telling and deflect the damnation of all versifiers. This, seemingly minor, change calls our attention to the complicated project that Clerk has undertaken: translating a truthful history not only from Latin to English, but also from prose to poetry. 11 We may wonder, at the outset, if a medieval reader would believe it possible for Clerk to express the truth of history through poetry. According to the modern understanding of Aristotle's Poetics, history is particular and contingent, whereas poetry is universal and philosophical. Such a distinction implies an irreconcilable difference, but Aristotle qualifies this opposition by claiming that epic poetry draws on history in its thematic formulations. 12 Indeed, Nietzsche did not think that poets, especially Roman ones, could accurately represent history because of their inattention to particularities. In his discussion of translation in The Gay Science, he condemns the ancient Romans for recklessly appropriating Greek texts as their own. His invective is specifically directed at poet-translators, who had no sympathy for the antiquarian inquisitiveness that precedes the historical sense; as poets, they had no time for all those very personal things and names and whatever might be considered the costume and mask of a city, coast, or a century. Nietzsche's assessment could be accurately applied to Clerk's tendency to Anglicize the Latin text, substituting English words and occupations for ones he did not recognize in Guido's Latin. Based on his readings of the ancient epic poets, Guido would have agreed with Nietzsche and accepted Aristotle's opposition of poets and historians.
However, since the Poetics was virtually unknown throughout the Middle Ages, and only accessible to the Latin West through translations of a tenthcentury Arabic version and Averroës' commentaries, Aristotle's thoughts on poetry were primarily gleaned from his 'scientific' works. 13 Guido likely gained his perspective on poetry from Aristotle's Metaphysics, which demeaned poetry as merely a human invention and set below the divinity found in philosophy. 14 Even though both poetry and philosophy emerge from states of wonder and doubt, it is only philosophers who can transcend the ignorance of poetic fable and access truth. 15 Therefore, the Aristotelian idea in the Poetics that poetry is philosophical would have seemed very un-Aristotelian to Guido.
Also at work here is the medieval distinction between poetic and theological truth. The gold standard for truth was upheld by theological texts, which were true both at the literal and allegorical levels -in other words, they maintained their veracity in all senses. At the other end of the spectrum, poetry, or what Dante calls 'favola', was literally false, despite any allegorical truth it may contain. 16 Guido condemns poets for writing stories that are false in the literal sense since such a commitment to falsehood entails 'playing with' (alludendo) the truth and deluding audiences into thinking that they are reading the truth (1). The use of alludendo is especially disparaging, because it implies that poetry is a frivolous activity. His invective is primarily directed toward Homer, who allegedly 'changed the pure and simple truth of his story into clever paths, touching on many things which did not happen and transforming those which did happen' (4). 17 The most significant transformation was Homer's depiction of pagan gods fighting against the Trojans as if they were mortals.
Guido's charge against poets here is reminiscent of Plato's Republic, in which Socrates urges the poets not tell stories of gods acting impiously and warring against one another as they do in Homer's Iliad since such accounts blaspheme the gods and corrupt their hearers (378b-381e). 18 Socrates even addresses the subject of Troy, saying, 'if anyone composes a poem about . . . the tale of Troy . . . we must require him to say that these things are not the work of a god' (380a). Homer's portrayals of the gods are false since the gods are inherently good, but Socrates does not claim that poets are inherently mendacious. In fact, he pleads that they indeed possess the capability to tell the truth since their accounts can have a profound effect on their readers (378b-e). Guido, on the other hand, presents Socrates's worst case scenario: he explains that the necessary consequence of these Homeric inventions was that other famous poets, such as Ovid, 'followed his [Homer's] error carefully '. 19 Here Guido cleverly equates the commitment to fidelity of 'preservers' with the diligence of poets, but unlike the conseruatricia who adhere to truth, poets remain faithful to 'error'.
As a poet then, how does Clerk maintain his intention both to translate the truth and to versify it through the alliterative long line? Rather than compare the conseuatricia with the poete, Clerk begins more generally and in the passive voice, which allows him to suspend any judgments about the writers of truths and falsehoods. The subjectivity of a poet or recorder is completely absent here -Clerk shifts the focus to the 'stories' themselves and how they have been 'swolowet' by the passing of time and '[b]reuyt' into books. Rather than blame the false tales on poetic deception, Clerk explains that after the intervention of 'chaunce' and fickle human nature, 'sum' remain 'tru' and 'sum' become 'false'. His refusal to translate Guido's blanket condemnation of all poets reflects Clerk's willingness to work against his source in order to further his poetic project and make the case that 'sum' poets are capable of writing truthful history. Of the English translators of the Historia, Clerk best defies Nietzschean accusations of recklessness, submits to Socrates' mandate, and most explicitly argues that 'true' poets could also serve as historians. Lydgate also qualifies Guido's condemnation of poets by claiming that of the poets that rehearsed the history of Troy, 'somme han the trouthe spared' (259), but still unleashes an invective against those who have 'transformed [the truth] in her poysy' (262) that has no equal in Destruction.
Despite their emphasis on the poet/historian dichotomy, medium mattered less than method to these translators. Dares and Dictys emerge as the authorities, not because they wrote in prose, but because they obtained their accounts through experience. They claim to have witnessed the events and recorded their observations in the method of a diarist, thereby inscribing the truth in a way that neither Homer nor Virgil was capable of doing. To emphasize the importance of these eyewitnesses, Clerk distinguishes his alliterative version of the history through a reorganization of the textual chronology. Unlike Guido and Lydgate, who move directly into a condemnation of Homer and all poets, Clerk separates his discussion of Homer and 'sum' poets who fictionalize the truth from his introduction by pausing to address the accounts that carry the most weight and interest for his audience. Here he privileges the 'writing of wees ⌘at wist it in dede, / With sight', (23-4) a direct reference to the eyewitnesses Dares and Dictys, whom he will nominally authorize forty lines later. The language that Clerk uses to describe the unnamed Dares and Dictys originates in Guido's Latin, but his choice to invoke the truth-bearing characteristic of their accounts before identifying the truth-bearers bestows privilege on the experiential authority of history over poetic mendacity. This is a significant structural change when read against his source and Lydgate's prologue. Guido does not sanction their accounts until he discusses them later in the prologue after his anti-Homeric tirade (4), and Lydgate, while admitting the veracity of their account, treats their authority with unusual complacence. After berating the inheritors of Homer's epic history for their translation of lies, he simply notes that Dares and Dictys 'were present and seyen everydel' (313), and anticlimactically observes that 'as it fel they write trewe and wel' (314). By indicating that they wrote the truth 'as it fel', Lydgate either straightforwardly identifies their compositional method or effaces their human agency as historians and relegates their written authority to chance. Clerk resolves any such ambiguity in his text by signalling the importance of eyewitness history early in his prologue and thereby expressing his devotion to the truth of the matter.
If Clerk privileges eyewitness truth over literary medium, how then can we explain his use of an alliterative long line that would have necessarily complicated an accurate translation of the history? To answer this question, we should attend to the end of the stanza, where Clerk arrives at a curious conclusion that has perplexed readers. He claims that these eyewitnesses wrote:
of hom ⌘at suet after To ken all the crafte how ⌘e case felle, By lokyng of letturs ⌘at lefte were of olde. While Clerk is most directly referring to Dares and Dictys, who provided the account for the use of future generations, the reference to the 'lokyng of letturs ⌘at lefte were of olde' is difficult to decipher. The language that Clerk uses here has intrigued scholars of alliterative poetry because there is a similar phrase in the prologue to Sir Gawain and the Green Knight that appears directly after a discussion of the fall of Troy and the Trojan heritage of Britain. The Gawain-poet claims that he will tell his story in a tongue, As it is stad and stoken In stori stif and stronge, With lel letters loken, In londe so hatz ben longe. (33-6) 20 Like Clerk, the Gawain-poet makes reference to 'letters loken' that he will utilize to transmit a tale, but it is not clear what these 'locked letters' are. Malcolm Andrew and Ronald Waldron translate 'lel letters loken' as 'enshrined in true syllables', but concede that it could also mean 'linked with true letters'. The latter reading is especially attractive because it may either denote the precision of the metre or allude to the Anglo-Saxon tradition of the alliterative style. 21 Rather than engage in the futile argument about what these lines say about the poetic medium of their Anglo-Saxon predecessors, I would like to suggest that these lines simply indicate an alliterative interest in the translation of history in the late fourteenth century. 22 The 'lokyng' may then be read in a variety of ways that suit Clerk's project. Firstly, the 'lokyng' may be the 'securing' of the true account, which may have been performed by Dares and Dictys in the act of writing what they had witnessed. But since he does not specify them here as Lydgate does, Clerk may be referring to his own 'securing' of the truth through the act of translation, which makes the history available to a large audience. Secondly, the 'lokyng' may also mean 'locking' or 'linking', which may refer either to the combination of the accounts of Dares and Dictys by Guido, or to Clerk's own text that 'links' the Latin Trojan history to an English poetic tradition. This reading is corroborated by a direct reference to Dares and Dictys, who 'wrote all ⌘e werkes wroght at ⌘at tyme / In letturs of ⌘ere langage as ⌘ai lerned hade' (58 -9). The 'letturs' that they used to record their 'werkes' are most likely those same 'letters' that were 'linked/locked'. Read this way, the 'lokyng' is a combining that also 'locks' or ensures that the truth will be revealed. Finally, the 'lokyng' could signify a 'looking' that 'hom ⌘at suet after' had to do in order to understand and pass on the truth about the fall of Troy. This reading alters the grammatical subject slightly, so that the 'lokyng' is performed not necessarily by any of the transmitters of the tradition such as Guido or Clerk, but could also include any reader of the texts that record the tale.
All of these readings that denote a 'securing', 'linking/locking' and 'looking', place an emphasis on an accurate, well preserved and rhetorically humble translation of the truth about Troy. It is tempting to read the 'lokyng' as a reference to a continuous or revived tradition of alliterative poetry in England, but we should curtail our desire to make too much of a 'classical' English tradition with little evidence to support it. Instead, I suggest that we read this 'lokyng of letturs' as a 'translating of words/accounts'. Understood this way, the specific use of the word 'lokyng' carries multiple meanings that encompass translation -after all, Clerk has to take special care both to link his words together to create effective alliterative units and to secure the truth about Troy through a translation that remains faithful to Guido. Whether or not the late fourteenth century witnessed a true 'revival' of this verse form or these texts constitute a continuous tradition of alliterative poetry, these poems actively engage in a poetic style of the past that, given the few surviving manuscripts, maintained a fragmentary existence and popularity among an audience that valued vernacular translations of the Latinate,Trojan historiographic tradition. 23 Clerk then secures these accounts in a way that Plato would have certainly endorsed. As a poet, he translates the truth both linguistically and historically through the use of interlocking lines that serve a didactic purpose for future generations. Unlike some poets who link truth with falsity, Clerk locks this Latin 'eyewitness' account into an English alliterative word hoard that can be translated truthfully to future British generations. In so doing, Clerk promulgates Guido's version of the Troy story and rejects the Galfridian tradition that bases its ideologies upon poetic mendacities of Virgil and Homer. Clerk's 'locking' encourages the English reader to read his poem not as fanciful epic, but a work of sober history that privileges truth over entertainment.
After postponing and deflecting Guido's contempt for poets and establishing his authorial identity as a poet-translator, Clerk finally turns to the specifics of the Troy story. The separation between the stanza that ends with the 'lokyng of letturs' and the following stanza is clearly marked in the manuscript with a new rubric and large bold letters that begin the first line, 'Now of Troy . . . ' (27) . It is only at this point that Clerk turns to the subject of his poem and joins Guido in a condemnation of false poets. Here we witness the tension between Latin prose and vernacular poetry -while Guido legitimizes his history through writing in Latin, Clerk plays down the authority of Latin and again reverts to generalities to avoid direct contradiction of Guido. Guido claims that his text ensures that the true accounts of the reliable writers of this history may endure for all future time hereafter among western peoples, chiefly for the use of those who read Latin, so that they may know how to separate the true from the false among the things which were written of the said history in Latin books. 24 Those 'Latin books' that fail to provide the whole truth are, of course, those of Homer, Ovid and Virgil. 25 Guido's history is thus intended for a reading audience who values the truth-telling power of Latin prose. Lydgate, in trying to render Guido's Latin into English, cannot escape Guido's positivism about Latin and finally is forced to admit failure. Lydgate claims early on to translate both for his patron Henry V and for the 'lowe', but Lydgate's devotion to a vernacular telling of this history is tempered by his anxiety about his fidelity to the Latin text. He not only praises Guido's Latinity, but also prays that God help him remain faithful to the text (372 -84), a sentiment that continues throughout the prologue and first book, until he encounters a moment of crisis in Book II. At this point, his pen had begun to 'quake and tremble' (2.145) because he fears that his patron Henry '[m]y making rude schal beholde and rede' (2.148). He feels he cannot reproduce Guido's rhetorical colour, and is reduced to decide that since 'in ryme Ynglysch hath skarseté . . . I ne can / Folwen Guido' (2.168 -70) and 'I leve the wordis and folwe the sentence' (2.180).
In spite of Lydgate's desire to exalt the status of the English language, this translational disaster indicates that he feels that English cannot match the rhetorical complexity and sonority of the Latin language. This forces him to shift his fidelity from the Latin rhetoric to the historical ideas of Guido's text. He now calls on Clio, the muse of history, to help him in his historical project (2.178 -9), which effectively transforms his text from a translation to a moralistic tale that Derek Pearsall has called 'a homily first, an encyclopedia second, and an epic nowhere' ( John Lydgate 129). By contrast, Clerk neither cowers nor relinquishes his emphasis on translation to provide the history of Troy for an English audience. While he acknowledges Guido's preference for Latin by relating that 'wise men haue written the wordes before / Left it in latyn for lernyng of vs' (31 -2), the rest of his references to language are more general and functional for the purposes of his narrative. To establish Guido's account as the authority, he does not refer to its Latin prose, but instead claims that of all the histories of Troy, Guido's is '⌘e text euyn' (51). Clerk treats Dares and Dictys in a similar manner; since Guido never mentions the language they used to compose their diaries, Clerk characterizes their 'werkes' as written '[i]n letturs of ⌘ere langage as ⌘ai lerned hade' (58 -9). Given his goal of 'lokyng' or translating letters for readers who neither know Latin nor possess memory of past historical events, the use of letters from 'their language' privileges the vernacular and inclusive narrative that he intends to provide for a new audience.
An examination of Clerk's prologue, its divergences from Guido's Historia, and its similarities and differences to Lydgate's Troy Book lead to four conclusions. Firstly, Clerk is a faithful translator who prefers compression and only embellishes when necessary. His fidelity to his source indicates that he makes no attempt to mollify Guido's pessimism about the consequences of the fall of Troy and therefore translates the warning against imperial designs for fourteenth-century English readers. Secondly, Clerk cleverly restructures his narrative and plays with shades of meaning in the words in order to further his alliterative poetic project. Thirdly, vernacular poetry can appropriately and accurately express Guido's Latinate 'eyewitness truth' about historical events. His manipulation of Guido's invective against poetry preserves the reputation of 'sum' poets who work to tell the whole truth and do not perpetuate the trifles of Homer, Ovid and Virgil. Fourthly and most importantly, as a quintessential poet-translator, Clerk amplifies the importance of translation, not only of language, but also of the message that the translation bears. 'By lokyng of letturs', Clerk employs a new language (English) and a new mode (alliterative poetry) in order to reach a new audience, who need to hear the dangers of imperial desires and war mongering. His fidelity and dedication to a truthful, anti-Homeric and anti-Galfridian account are attempts to define his poem as a serious work of translation and history that has the capability to question contemporary strains of imperial historiography. It is important to distinguish between the simplicity of the Historia's imperial genealogical model and the complexity of Geoffrey's political purposes. While his specific political persuasions are difficult to identify, it is clear that his agenda is one that places Britain within the Roman line of imperial power. Except for those scholars who think that Geoffrey was not writing history at all most agree that the Historia is a legitimizing narrative of some kind; cf. Lloyd 528; Brooke; Clark 143. For a reading of its exaltation of non-monastic lifestyles, see Flint. For its concern with the Anglo-Norman elite, see Gerould 38; Kendrick 9. For its attention to 'cultural respectability' of the Welsh, see Barrow; Roberts 40; For a discussion of these translations, see Benson, History of 
